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Based on the first-principles approach, electronic transport properties of different lengths of

carbon-doped boron-nitrogen nanowires, capped with two thiols as end groups connected to Au
electrodes surfaces, are investigated. The results show that rectifying performance and negative

differential resistance (NDR) behaviors can be enhanced obviously by increasing the length.

Analysis of M€ulliken population, transmission spectra, evolutions of frontier orbitals and molecular

projected self-consistent Hamiltonian of molecular orbital indicate that electronic transmission

strength, charge transfer and distributions of molecular states change are the intrinsic origin of

these rectifying performances and NDR behaviors. VC 2013 American Institute of Physics.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4790306]

I. INTRODUCTION

Boron-nitride (BN) are innovative materials used for

molecular devices and show great potential for miniaturiza-

tion of Si electronic devices to molecular and atomic scales

which are evolving in applied electronic science.1–6

Among these, one dimension nanostructures, such as

nanowires, are attracting much attention due to their great

potential for applications in molecular devices. The carbon

wires are deeply investigated by Lang and Avouris7 and Tian

et al.,8 who pointed out that the carbon-based material has

potential applications in molecular device research. Chen

et al.9 proposed to grow the boron nitrogen nanowires

(BNNWs) directly on stainless-steel foils which act as the sub-

strate and catalyst source. Using nickelocene as a catalyst,

Tang et al.10 synthesized platelet BNNWs and showed excel-

lent field emission stability. Jacquemin et al.11 presented the

length dependence of electronic first hyperpolarizability of

linear H–(BN)N–H chains at the Hartree–Fock (HF) level.

Based on first principles calculations, Abdurahman et al.12

investigated the ground-state properties of the BN chains and

presented that the infinite BNNWs exhibit equidistant bonds.

Shi et al.13 calculated electronic properties of a borazine ring

sandwiched between two Au (100) electrodes by using none-

quilibrium Green’s function (NEGF) together with density-

functional theory (DFT) approach and showed the change of

coupling between the core molecule and electrodes to be the

key reason of negative differential resistance (NDR). Follow-

ing these, Shi et al.14 studied transport properties of BNNWs

contacted with two Al (100) electrodes and proposed that the

gate voltage can tune the equilibrium conductance of BNNWs

continuously; and due to the asymmetrical coupling of the

core molecule and electrodes, the bias polarity is the intrinsic

origin of rectification with bulk electrodes. Senger et al.15 pre-

sented the ab initio calculations for the group III-V atomic

chains and showed that these chains have potential functional-

ization. The ZnS/BN heterostructure has been fabricated by

chen et al.,16 and its optical property and better oxidation re-

sistance would deserve further studies. With the help of

experiment, Yin and Chen17 reported the growth and synthesis

of boron carbonitride (BCN) nanowires and the elemental

mapping depicted these ternary elements’ positions.

Several ways of modulating electronic properties of BN-

based materials, such as vacancy defects (point defects),18–20

Stone-Wales defects,21 external electric field (“Stark

effect”),22,23 strain effects,24,25 hydrogenation effects,26 group

effects,27,28 and metal atom doping29 etc. have attracted a

great deal of attention. Recently, Wu et al.,30 Zhang, et al.,31

and Park et al.,32 reported that carbon dopant can affect the

magnetic, optical and electronic properties of BN nanotube

and single-layer hexagonal BN sheet. Guo et al.,33 studied the

spin polarization properties of BN nanotube and single-layer

sheet induced by carbon doped. The half metallicity of zigzag

BN nanoribbons may be modulated by the carbon termination

at the nanoribbon edges.34,35 The carbon dopant also can

improve the hydrogen storage and molecular adsorption per-

formance of BN nanotube,36,37 cage38 and sheet.39 Moreover,

single-wall and multiwall boron carbonitride/carbon nano-

tube40–44 and h-BNC heterojunctions45–47 have been proved

to be stable and have potential applications in novel molecular

electronic components.

II. MODELS AND METHODS

In our work, we report transport properties of different

lengths of carbon-doped boron-nitrogen (CBN) monoatomic

chains by using the ATOMISTIX TOOLKIT software pack-

age.48–50 The devices we construct are shown in Fig. 1. A

two-probe system comprising CBN monatomic chains, capped

with two –S atoms, is sandwiched between two flat Au (111)

electrodes. Two thiols as end groups on each side connect the

wires to top sites of electrodes symmetrically. We investigated

the CBN monoatomic chains consisting of 11 to 16 atoms,a)Email address: kmliew@cityu.edu.hk.
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with C–N contacts and different lengths of BN nanowires,

which increase with lengths of the devices (models N1�N6).

Geometries of the systems were optimized until all residual

forces on each atom were smaller than 0.05 eV/Å. The opti-

mized distances between the thiols and electrodes are around

2.40 Å. The transport characteristics of these systems were

calculated by the local atomic-orbital density functional

theory (LCAO–DFT) plus a NEGF approach. We employed

norm-conserving pseudopotentials51 to represent the atomic

core and double f plus double polarization basis sets to

expand valence states of electrons. The case where the right

(left) electrode is cathode (anode) is defined as the application

of a positive bias. The generalized gradient approximation

(GGA) in Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof form is used for

the exchange and correlation function.52 The plane wave cut-

off of the Hamiltonian and electronic densities is set to be

150 Ry and the K-point grid is 1� 1� 500. The K-point we

chose in the current and transmission spectrum calculation is

5� 5. Details of such a theoretical method can be found in

Refs. 48–53.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

First, we simulate self-consistently the current-voltage

(I-V) characteristics of our models in a bias region [�3.0,

3.0 V], as shown in Fig. 2(a-1); the currents of even-atoms

models which have clear NDR behavior and come out with

as the length increases, are stronger than those of odd-atoms

models in the most biased region. The currents of all models

decrease with as the length increases and show distinct p-n

junction behaviors where the positive biased currents show a

distinct growth and currents are nearly non-conducting

(less than �0.5 lA) in the biased region [�2.0, 0 V]. The

rectification ratio R ¼ jIP=INj, changing with bias voltages in

our models, is presented in Fig. 2(a-2), where IP=N corre-

sponds to the current under positive/negative bias. From our

calculations, the forward rectification ratios reach the highest

values, around 14 (at 1.8 V), 23 (at 1.7 V), and 38 (at 1.5 V)

for models N1, N3, and N5, respectively. Models N2, N4,

and N6 show better forward rectifying performances with

rectification ratios reaching the highest values, around 24 (at

2.1 V), 56 (at 1.7 V), and 130 (at 1.6 V), respectively.

To find explanations for the above results, the transmis-

sion spectra T(E) of equilibrium state are the most intuitive

representation of quantum transport behaviors, as shown in

Fig. 3(a). The transmission coefficient for a device made by

two electrodes and a scattering region is indicating the prob-

ability that one electron injected at the first electrode is trans-

mitted to the second electrode. Then, it is true that, in order

to have a good transmission, the orbital structures should be

delocalized through the whole complex. CBN nanowires in

Fig. 3(a) show obvious momentum filtering effect which

means that nanowires bridging the two metal electrodes

match the similar Bloch band of electrodes to conduct.53 At

zero bias, domain transport resonances of even-atoms mod-

els are the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) reso-

nant peaks close to Fermi energy. For odd-atoms models, the

main contributing transport resonances are the lowest unoc-

cupied molecular orbitals (LUMO) resonant peaks away

from Fermi energy at zero bias. Transmission coefficients of

all resonant peaks decrease with increase in length, indicat-

ing that the distance between two electrodes is only one of

key factors affecting conductance of short molecular devices.

Analysis of the M€ulliken population, as shown in Fig. 3(b),

shows the carbon, boron atoms and Au electrodes are

electron-donating, and the sulfur and nitrogen atoms are

electron-acceptors at equilibrium state. From our calcula-

tions, the net charges are very similar before the last two (for

odd-atoms models) or three (for even-atoms models) atoms

in our models. Interestingly, the net charges transferred to

the core molecules (last nitrogen atom, right sulfur atom) are

0.1789e (0.6044e, 0.3688e), 0.2059e (0.4137e, 0.0301e),

0.1772e (0.6017e, 0.3607e), 0.2206e (0.4115e, 0.0353e),

0.1789e (0.6009e, 0.3561e), and 0.2317e (0.4126e, 0.0383e)

for models N1�N6, respectively. The last boron atom pro-

vides more electrons in even-atoms models than odd-atoms

models. For even-atoms models, because of the last nitrogen

atom, the core molecules get more charges from the

FIG. 1. Sketch of our models. The carbon-doped (color grey) B (color pink)

N (color blue) monoatomic chain, capped with two –S atoms (color yellow),

is sandwiched between two Au (111) electrodes. The models we investi-

gated, consisting of 11 to 16 atoms, are C–N contacts and different in the

length of BN nanowires: increasing with the lengths of the devices, they are

named models N1�N6.

FIG. 2. (a-1) I-V curves of models

N1�N6 in the bias region from �3 to

3 V; (a-2) the rectification ratios change

with bias for models N1�N6.
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electrodes than odd-atoms models, resulting in the Coulomb

potential increasing, due to heightening of electron-electron

repulsion in the core molecules, and the Fermi levels shift

upward to make HOMO become a dominant transport reso-

nance. Otherwise, in our geometry, since the right sulfur

atoms bind to the electrode via thiols and due to the electro-

negativity difference between gold and nitrogen atoms, Au-S

bonds have been decoupled and weakened compared to the

right side in odd-atoms models, indicating that odd-atoms

models have stronger coupling with right electrode. The cen-

tral BN nanowires, including the first boron atom to last

nitrogen atom (except last boron and nitrogen atoms for

even-atoms models), have every B-N pair coupling and the

net charges transferred are 0.0289e, 0.0073e, 0.0225e,

0.0017e, 0.0200e, and 0.0009e for models N1�N6. Obvi-

ously, this indicates that the central BN nanowires can be

space layers for our devices and the net electrons transferred

are length dependent.

To further interpret transport performances of molecular

devices, transmission spectra at different biases are plotted in

Fig. 4. According to Landauer-B€uittiker formula I ¼ ð2e=hÞ
Ð V=2

�V=2
TðE;VÞdE, the current passing through a molecular de-

vice depends on integration of transmission coefficients within

the bias windows (�V/2�V/2). For models N1, N3, and N5,

the main transport channels are LUMO resonant peaks (Fig.

3(a)). When positive (negative) bias increases, these peaks are

depressed (enhanced) and shift to lower (higher) energies, as

shown in Figs. 4(a), 4(c), and 4(e). The covering area under

LUMO resonant peak at a bias of 1.8 V (1.7 V, 1.5 V) is larger

than that at a bias of �1.8 V (�1.7 V, �1.5 V) for model N1

(N3, N5). In Figs. 4(b), 4(d), and 4(f), the HOMO (LUMO)

resonant peaks, heightened (strengthened and split to multi-

peaks), move to higher (lower) energy as positive (negative)

bias increases and the HOMO resonant peaks pass the Fermi

energy to become LUMO resonant peaks with positive bias

increasing. The area, including in the part of HOMO resonant

peak at a bias of �2.1 V (�1.7 V,�1.6 V), is smaller than that

in multi-peaks above the Fermi energy at a bias of 2.1 V

(�1.7 V, �1.6 V) in case of model N2 (N4, N6). For model

N4 (N6), the weight inside the bias window, multi-peaks

above the Fermi energy, shows destruction from biases 2.2 to

2.4 (3.0) V, which drives NDR behavior to come into play.

To illustrate the rectifying behaviors, we also present

evolutions of related orbital levels in proximity to Fermi

level in our models under applied bias, as shown in Fig. 5.

Models N1, N3, and N5 have two closer (or degenerated)

orbitals, LUMO and LUMOþ1, which are near to Fermi

level, and they move into the bias window at positive bias

1.4, 1.2, and 1.1 V for models N1, N3, and N5, respectively.

However, HOMO and HOMO-1 show little contribution to

the transport. For even-atoms models (models N2, N4, and

N6), the gaps between HOMO and LUMO are smaller than

odd-atoms models at equilibrium states, and the two degen-

erated orbitals (HOMO and HOMO-1), which are closer to

Fermi energy, shift to higher energy and run into the bias

window around a bias of 0.6 V. Levels 27 and 28 (31 and 32,

35 and 36) vibrate with the positive bias and run into bias

windows, which indicates stronger transport currents, around

a bias of 2.1(1.5, 1.2) V for model N2 (N4, N6). Interest-

ingly, in Fig. 4(f), the four orbitals shift down to lower

energy suddenly at a bias of 2.2 V. Then, levels 33 and 34

move to higher energy from bias 2.3 V, levels 35 and 36

downshift to lower energy from bias 2.2 V, and the four orbi-

tals come very close at a bias of 2.3 V while the gap between

levels 34 and 35 is about 0.15 eV. There are no orbitals that

stay inside the bias window at negative bias for our models.

In combination with the transmission coefficients (Fig. 4),

they are the intrinsic origin of resonant tunneling currents

and rectifying performances.

FIG. 4. Transmission spectra of our models under various biases. The

dashed lines show the region of bias windows.

FIG. 3. (a) Transmission spectra of mod-

els N1�N6 at zero bias. (b) The net

charges of our models at zero bias. 0–15

are the atomic orders in the core mole-

cule from the left side to the right.
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FIG. 5. Evolution of frontier orbitals of

our models under various biases. The two

dashed lines show the electrochemical

potential of the two electrodes.

FIG. 6. MPSH eigenstates of models N1 to N6 with an isovalue of 0.05 at representative bias.
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Fig. 6 shows the molecular projected self-consistent

Hamiltonian (MPSH) eigenstates, modified by the electrodes,

under various biases, for our models. The moving direction

(up or down) of frontier orbitals with bias, as demonstrated in

Figs. 4 and 5, can be clarified by MPSH eigenstates. As can

be seen from Fig. 6, for models N1�N6, HOMO and

HOMO-1 levels have distributed more in the right region,

while LUMO and LUMOþ1 are delocalized at the left contact

region at equilibrium state. This indicates a lower potential

barrier at the left contact region and a higher potential barrier

at the right, when LUMO and LUMOþ1 resonance occurs.

This effect can lead to HOMO and HOMO-1 (LUMO and

LUMOþ1) levels following the electrochemical potentials of

left electrode lR (lL) when such a device is biased. With

length increasing, the Fermi levels of central molecules shift

upward to make HOMO or LUMO become the dominant

transport resonance alternatively as shown in Fig. 6. For

model N6, molecular states of levels 33 and 34 (35 and 36)

resonances change from delocalization on the right (left) part

of core molecule to the left (right) part at a bias of 3.0 V,

which results in decrease of resonant tunneling currents and

exhibition of NDR behavior.

IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, based on the first-principles approach, the

transport properties of different lengths of CBN monoatomic

chains, capped with two thiols as end groups connected to

Au electrodes surfaces, are investigated. The results show

that rectifying performance and NDR behaviors can be

enhanced obviously by increasing the length. Analysis of

M€ulliken population, transmission spectra, evolutions of

frontier orbitals and MPSH eigenstates of molecular orbital

indicate that electronic transmission strength, charge transfer

and distributions of changes in molecular states are the

intrinsic origin of these rectifying performances and NDR

behaviors.
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